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ABSTRACT
The “Brave New World” envisioned a society dominated by scientific and technological progress that went as far as to subjugate and dehumanize human beings. The future foreseen in this literary work is not far from what we are currently experiencing. Thus, considering that Nursing is affected and challenged in the midst of these technological transformations, this article aims to discuss the present and future of Nursing in a society that is undergoing constant technological transformations. In the midst of a whole technological apparatus in which fundamental procedures begin to be carried out by machines, Nursing needs to begin reflecting on what would be the best posture or its differential in a world with strong technological tendencies. Future transformations are still uncertain, nonetheless they will drastically change the way individuals relate to one another and to health services. Even in the midst of these uncertainties arising from present and future technological and scientific advances, the nature of Nursing which is essentially based on human interactions, can guarantee a place of prominence for this profession in society.
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INTRODUCTION

The novel “Brave New World” by the British writer Aldous Huxley (1894-1963) published in 1932, envisioned a society dominated by scientific and technological progress, which went as far as to subjugate and dehumanize human beings(1). The future foreseen in Huxley’s work is not far from what we are experiencing today, considering that since its publication (a period marked by World War II), humanity has witnessed historical events that caused important changes in society, among which we can highlight the invention of the Internet and of computers.

The so-called 4th Industrial Revolution has enabled advanced developments in genetics, artificial intelligence, robotics and nanotechnology, biotechnology and three-dimensional (3D) printing, allowing for integration of these technologies in the digital, physical and biological dimensions(2). Robots and humanoids already occupy several spaces in the health sectors, including performing several nursing functions(3), surgeries(4) and even interacting with humans(5). Artificial intelligence can detect cancer(6), chips are used in the diagnosis and monitoring of chronic diseases(7), and the human brain in an interface with machines can help in the rehabilitation of individuals with spinal cord injuries(8).

Technological advances produce changes in social interactions, as they are being intermediated by electronic devices, replacing person-to-person relationships. In this sense, technology has become part of society’s communication process, affecting the way individuals interact with one another; on the one hand shortening physical distances, and on the other diminishing empathy, connection and the quality of conversation between people due to the constant presence of cell phones and the Internet in social gatherings(9).

Considering the impact of these technological transformations, we can point out that they will require adaptation and the valorization of skills such as interpersonal relationships and creativity, especially among health professionals, since technological advances are enabling the automation of diagnoses and personalized treatments of various diseases. This scenario requires us to redefine the professional roles related to the transmission and communication of data in an effective way to users(10).

Faced with the described reality, it is pertinent to bring forth the provocation made by Huxley over 80 years ago into Nursing nowadays: What is Nursing’s role/place in a society dominated by machines and scientific progress? In this sense, “Brave New World” also allows reflection on the strategies that humanity could adopt to avoid dehumanizing itself, contributing to maintaining the essence of the Nursing role, valuing human beings and preventing the possible extinction of this category in society.

The rising costs of health care due to population aging and the shortage of both professionals and health services stimulate computerization and automation of healthcare systems to balance its distribution(10). In view of the described scenario and considering that Nursing is affected and challenged in the midst of these transformations, this article aims to discuss the present and future of Nursing in a society under constant technological transformations.

THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE OF HEALTH CARE

In Brazil, this process began in the private network in 2008 with the incorporation of robotics in surgeries, in which 3,651 individuals have used this type of procedure in a single private hospital(11). This technology is present in the states of Ceará, Rio de Janeiro, Rio Grande do Sul and São Paulo, and the Unified Health System (SUS – Sistema Único de Saúde) has also offered this type of service since 2011(12).

According to the International Federation of Robotics (IFR), automation of health services has increased in recent years: 1,325 robots were purchased for the health sector in the world in 2015 alone. It is estimated that this number exceeds 8 thousand, and that investments in the sector will exceed US$ 7 billion by the year 2019. The major trends in the area are exoskeletons for rehabilitation and ergonomic use, and in health care systems such as diagnosis, robot assisted surgeries and assistance to the elderly with special needs.

Studies related to sensors have impacted health care systems and contributed to strengthening health care in the household environment, as several electronic devices have been developed to measure and analyze physiological information, providing immediate data on the health status of users(10).

Different forms of monitoring vital signs, biomarkers and other physiological information are part of the advances made by the “Internet of Things” (IoT), characterized by having a physical device that along with other network devices integrated by software and sensors collect information with the intention of transmitting them wirelessly(13).

Taking into account that personalized care should be based on the biological factors and social characteristics of each individual, IoT is important for achieving superior results. Thus, IoT is an instrument which is capable of providing personalized care, as well as preserving the digital identification of individuals, basically making this system omnipresent, effective and inexpensive(13).

In line with the trend of current technological advances, futuristic predictions state that diagnosis and treatments will become automatic. Cardiovascular diseases and cancer will be completely eliminated with the help of DNA chips scattered around the home environment in clothes, restrooms and mirrors, which will detect any type of abnormality in the body. Clothing will have sensors that will detect any irregularity in heart rate, breathing and brain waves(14).

Thus, it is not difficult to glimpse a future in which the need of health professionals is different from their current ones, or that hospitals such as they exist today become scarce or cease to exist. In order to become real and to allow more progress, the technological changes that are modifying health care practices open up a range of possibilities that generate a need for adaptation by professionals in the area. For example, it is estimated that by 2020, technological development will cause the loss of approximately 5 million jobs, generating the need for 2 million new jobs(15).
For the survival of certain professional categories, a reorganization of the curricula as well as continuous education and training of professionals in the practice will be necessary. The present and the future demand the skill to continuously learn about human abilities which guarantee the health and well-being needs of the population and justify the existence of professional categories, including Nursing, in society.

THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE OF NURSING

Scientists at the Nanyang Technological University in Singapore introduced the Nadine robot to the world, a humanoid with an almost identical appearance to that of a human being. Nadine simulates a real person in many ways, including handshakes. Nadine’s hands were designed to have five fingers, unlike other robots that usually only have three, because humans interact with five fingers and the touch of the hands is one of the most important skills during interactions with people and objects that surround them.[15]

In addition, Nadine is sociable, has different types of humor, makes eye contact, recognizes people after their first contact and has dialogues according to the history of previous conversations with each individual.[16] This brings an intriguing and paradoxical perspective in which human characteristics which have been lost by the end of person-person relationships are inserted into machine-person relationships in order to meet human needs for interaction. It is an attempt to meet a need, aiming at the end of a production network.

A robot with these characteristics can (in theory) adapt itself to the needs of each individual, interacting in a suitable way to establish relations of a certain therapeutic way with the users. The extremely human aspects of the robot Nadine mark the beginning of an era in which humanoid will be common in various sectors of society, especially in the health area. Thus, it is believed that technology can interfere in the Nursing process with individuals, families and communities.

Among technological apparatuses in which even basic nursing procedures begin to be carried out by machines,[14] Nursing needs to start reflecting on what would be its best posture or differential in a world with strong technological tendencies.

Another point to be considered is that the historical legacy of care based on interpersonal relationships of the twenty-first century was put in check due to the importance attributed to neuroanatomy, neurobiology, genomics and neurophysiology in understanding human behavior to the detriment of interpersonal dynamics. When the brain mass gains more strength than the theoretical abstractions on the mind, Nursing navigates between the strain of its historical legacy of care with the current needs of strengthening the meaning of personal relationships, and the biological demands that integrated the meaning of relationships in Nursing practice.[16]

Regarding the interpersonal communication process, the observed tendency is that it is possible to choose communication mediated by electronic devices, probably due to its dissemination through IoT, but also because the apparatuses do not make judgments or challenges in coping with the complexity of the human condition. However, it is believed that this behavior can produce a critical situation that generates such an intense instability that it awakens the need to resume, return or rescue lost human characteristics; a need that integrates the set of emotional and psychosomatic demands of nursing care.

Humanity is heading toward a world steeped in automation and virtual reality environments, in which it is possible to establish social bonds or undergo hedonistic experiences. In this way, it is possible that characteristics which legitimize our humanity are at risk, such as multifaceted social skills, empathy, compassion, or the ability to improvise solutions to new problems, among others. If these skills are not cultivated, there will be a reduction in individuals’ cognitive abilities.[17] Moreover, a breakthrough in these technologies may mean maintaining the superficial relationships mediated by technology.

The Brave New World society, with all its technological apparatuses under constant transformation, needs to value the human condition in order to avoid the hegemonic domination of technology, making it work for the benefit of society itself. It is imperative that technology be incorporated into Nursing care.

However, it is equally important to be aware that this coin has two sides to be considered: technology will streamline care by performing ergonomic activities, monitoring the health status of individuals through IoT and the automation of health information; while the passive immersion into the digital and automated world could, progressively, negatively affect cognitive functions, leading to the impoverishment of human interactions.[17]

In this sense, Nursing needs to value itself as a profession and to be aware that its essence enables it to occupy a privileged place in facing this technology, since there is no Nursing without human interaction. Due to the nature of Nursing work, it is probable that only a small part of its attributions will be replaced by technological advances.

However, to justify its existence as a professional area within society, Nursing must not lose sight of its greatest attributes which are important contributions to human life and freedom. Among the most important are presence in the moment, attention, listening and compassion; values that cannot be minimized or forgotten, since even if machines are able to read thoughts for providing care, only nurses can be the voice of deeper human needs.[18]

Even with the advent of Nadine, it is still not possible to know how and/or if robots will be able touch the human essence. The unknown is based on the ability of an artificial, systematic, programmed and objective intelligence to develop to the point of reaching the depth of the human mind. Another relevant line of thought is the possibility that individuals give meaning to their expressions of love and compassion. It is believed that robots still cannot conduct a true and deep dialogue in their interactions.[19]

All current and future technological advances will require constant transformations, but their characteristics will demand a cultivation of skills that identify us as humans. In this sense, Huxley himself believed that the true social revolution would be that which would occur in the soul and the flesh of individuals. Thus, it will only be possible to make technology be useful for Nursing through actions that respect this principle, recalling the essence and the historical legacy of this professional category and therefore avoiding dehumanization, the most striking feature of the Brave New World society.
In this sense, the transformation of curricula and professional practice focusing on interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligence\(^{(19)}\) with attitudes that value human skills will ensure Nursing’s place/role in a society dominated by machines and scientific progress.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

Transformations of the future are still uncertain, however they have already drastically altered the way individuals relate to one another and to health services. Even in the midst of the uncertainties arising from the technological and scientific advancement of the present and the future, the nature of Nursing being essentially based on human interactions can guarantee a prominent place for this profession in society.

In this sense, Nursing must recognize its own value, actively include technology in the care process and redefined its professional role as technological development takes place, be aware of the changes and observe its movement as a profession in the midst of the current reality. Finally and above all, to cultivate the characteristics which legitimize our humanity such as interpersonal relationships, creativity, presence and attention in the moment, listening, compassion and continuous learning ability. In this way, the Nursing of the present and the future will value human nature in detriment of technological devices, avoiding the mechanization of care and expanding the nursing process with individuals, families and communities.
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